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Abstract. The Abstract Behavioural Specification (ABS) language is a
formal modelling language for highly variable, concurrent, component-
based systems designed to permit a range of analysis techniques. Even
if strong static analysis is available, however, testing is indispensable.
Analytic methods for ABS are complemented by automated techniques
to generate and execute tests. In this paper we present a range of testing
techniques for ABS, illustrate their application via an industrial case
study, and discuss how they can be applied in the industry.

1 Introduction

The Abstract Behavioural Specification (ABS) language [1, 2] is a formal mod-
elling language intended for highly variable, concurrent, component-based sys-
tems. ABS models abstract away from implementation details, but retain essen-
tial behavioural aspects. ABS has been carefully designed to make feasible static
analysis techniques such as type checking, resource analysis, and even functional
verification. These analyses provide formal statements about the quality, cor-
rectness and trustworthiness of an ABS model. Nevertheless, they do not render
testing of models obsolete: e.g., functional verification typically is expensive and
non-automatic. One cannot expect to run expensive analyses every time after an
ABS model has been updated. In addition, analysis techniques do not include
compiled code or runtime environments. This is where model-based testing be-
comes important. A selection of tests with good coverage that are run on a
regularly (e.g., nightly) basis, help to discover bugs at an early stage.

This paper presents tool-supported testing techniques for ABS applied to an
industrial case study [3] presented in Sect. 2. We cover three aspects of testing:
Sect. 3 introduces glassbox test generation for ABS; Sect. 4 describes run-time
assertion checking of data- and protocol-oriented properties of ABS, and Sect. 5
describes blackbox testing of ABS. Together, these technologies constitute a
comprehensive tool box for test automation suitable for a wide range of scenarios.
� Partly funded by the EU project FP7-231620 HATS: Highly Adaptable and Trust-

worthy Software using Formal Models (http://www.hats-project.eu).
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Fig. 1. (a) An example FAS deployment and (b) Interactions in the Replication System

2 An Industrial Case Study

The Fredhopper Access Server (FAS) is a distributed, concurrent OO system
that provides search and merchandising services to e-Commerce companies. FAS
provides to its clients structured search capabilities within the client’s data.
Fig. 1(a) shows the deployment architecture used to deploy FAS to a customer.

FAS consists of a set of live environments and a single staging environment.
A live environment processes queries from client web applications via web ser-
vices. A staging environment is responsible for receiving data updates in XML
format, indexing the XML, and distributing the resulting indices across all live
environments according to the Replication Protocol. The Replication Protocol is
implemented by the Replication System which consists of a SyncServer at the
staging environment and one SyncClient for each live environment. The Sync-
Server determines the schedule of replication jobs, as well as their contents, while
SyncClient receives data and configuration updates according to the schedule.

Fig. 1(b) shows the interactions in the Replication System. Informally, the
Replication Protocol is as follows: the SyncServer begins by listening for connec-
tions from SyncClients. A SyncClient creates and schedules a ClientJob object
with job type Boot that connects immediately to the SyncServer. The Sync-
Server then creates a ConnectionThread to communicate with the SyncClient’s
ClientJob. The ClientJob asks the ConnectionThread for replication schedules,
notifies the SyncClient about the schedules, receives a sequence of file updates
according to the schedule from the ConnectionThread and terminates. A com-
plete description of the protocol can be found in [3].

We focus on the behaviour of SyncClient and ClientJob. Fig. 2(a) shows
the interface ClientJob, whose input parameters and return types happen to be
algebraic data types (ADTs). ADTs in ABS models permit specification of im-
mutable values in functional expressions. ADTs abstract from implementation
details such as hardware environment, files content, or operating system. To
model the replication system in ABS, we use a data type Pair<String,Content>,
capturing a pair of values, where Content is a recursive data type representing
a file system structure with hierarchical name space. Fig. 2(b) shows the imple-



data Content = File(Int) |
Entries(Map<Int,Content>);

interface ClientJob {
Bool register(Int id);
Maybe<Int> file(List<String> names);
Unit content(Pair<String,Int> file);

}

(a) ClientJob interface

Maybe<Int> file(List<String> id) {
Fut<Bool> he = db!hasFile(id);
await he?; Bool hasfile = he.get;
Maybe<Int> result = Nothing;
if (hasfile) { // if1
Fut<Content> f = db!getContent(id);
await f?; Content content = f.get;
if (isFile(content)) //if2
result = Just(content(content));}

return result; }

(b) file()

Fig. 2. Excerpt of Replication System ABS model

mentation of method file as part of the class ClientJobImpl. It takes a List of
String specifying the absolute path to a file stored in the live environment and
returns a Maybe value which is either an integer representing the file content or
the value Nothing if no such file exists. The instance field db of type DataBase
encapsulates the Pair<String,Content> value for modelling the underlying file
system. ABS realizes cooperative task scheduling [1]. Method file e.g. first calls
hasFile() on db asynchronously, which creates a new task and returns a future
variable he as a place-holder for the result of the call to hasFile(). The state-
ment await he? suspends the current task until he is resolved. The result can
now safely (without blocking) be accessed by he.get.

3 Glassbox Testing

Glassbox testing takes the software’s internal structure into account, which is
typical for unit testing or regression testing. We present an approach for (auto-
mated) test case generation (TCG) of glassbox tests for ABS. This comprises
the tools ABSUnit—a JUnit-like testing framework—and aPET, a TCG tool.

3.1 Fundamental Approach

We describe first ABSUnit before going into TCG with aPET. The first step is
to implement the ABSUnit tests and to group them into test suites. ABSUnit
provides the annotations [DataPoint], [Before | After] and [Test] to indicate the

[Suite] interface AbsUnitTest {
[Before] Unit setup();
[DataPoint] Set<Pair<Int,Int>> inputData();
[Test] Unit testMethod1(Pair<Int,Int> comp);}

Fig. 3. Typical ABSUnit test interface

purpose of a method as data
input provider for parametric
tests, as fixture to set up or
shut down the test environ-
ment, or as an actual unit test.
While [Suite] is used to anno-
tate an interface representing

a collection of tests. Fig. 3 shows a typical annotated interface for a test suite.
The actual test is provided by a class implementing the interface. To specify test



oracles, ABSUnit provides assertion methods such as assertEquals(Comparator)
or assertThat(Matcher) (inspired by Hamcrest, see http://code.google.com/p/
hamcrest/). ABS strictly separates subtyping and code reuse. Only interfaces
declare types and can subtype each other. Classes may implement one or more
interfaces, but do not inherit from other classes. Instead, delta-oriented program-
ming (DOP) is used as code reuse mechanism [2]. For testing this has two main
consequences: first, there is no root object and thus one cannot rely on a com-
mon interface and the presence of e.g. an equals method. Instead, assertEquals
uses a comparator that knows how to compare two instances of a specific kind.
Second, implementing tests often requires to access or to change class internals
(e.g., to check intermediate results or to shortcut complex initialization proce-
dures). DOP provides an elegant solution: instead of cluttering the code base
with auxiliary code, all test-related changes are organized as separate deltas.
These deltas are only included during product testing, but are absent in the
actually shipped product. Briefly, in ABS test code becomes a product feature.

ABSUnit generates glue code which is responsible for test creation, test invo-
cation and for setting up the test environment using fixtures. The test executor
runs the tests and records various events which are used to present and explain
the test outcome.

Automatic test generation is done with with aPET. By analysing the source
code, glassbox TCG aims to automatically obtain a small set of tests with a
high code coverage degree. This is in contrast to random input data generators
requiring an impractically large number of inputs to reach acceptable coverage.
Glassbox TCG is usually done by means of symbolic execution, which represents
all program execution paths up to a certain threshold, obtaining a constraint
system for each symbolic path. Constraints can be seen as path conditions whose
fulfillment by input data ensures that execution takes such path. Hence, solutions
to path constraints can be considered as test cases.

TCG with aPET works by way of translation to Constraint Logic Program-
ming (CLP) [4]. First the ABS program under test is translated into an equiv-
alent CLP program, which is then symbolically executed in CLP. Applying this
schema to concurrent ABS required to: (i) define an ABS to CLP compiler;
(ii) implement concurrency-related operations in CLP; (iii) define an appropri-
ate coverage criterion for concurrent objects, see [4] for details.

3.2 Tool Description

Fig. 4. aPET architecture & integration

Fig. 4 shows the basic architecture
of aPET and its integration into the
ABS tool suite; the latter is imple-
mented in Java as an Eclipse plugin
whereas the aPET engine is imple-
mented in Prolog. The aPET handler
is activated when the user requests
to generate tests for a selected set of
methods in the current ABS file. It



collects a set of user-defined parameters and the abstract syntax tree of the ABS
program and invokes the aPET engine. The latter compiles the ABS program
under test into a CLP program, symbolically executes that with the given ter-
mination and coverage criterion, and generates CLP tests for each requested
method. These are translated back into ABSUnit tests that can either be edited
or run by ABSUnit. As no specifications are used, aPET generates a trivial or-
acle from the result of running the program that passes all tests. The oracle is a
template that the user has to confirm or to modify.

3.3 Case Study
We consider method file() of class ClientJobImpl (see Fig. 2(b)). Setting the
coverage criterion so that all feasible paths allowing one loop iteration or re-
cursive call are expanded, aPET generates 7 tests. For the path going into the
if2 statement, aPET generated one test method and two delta definitions (only
one is shown for space reasons). Fig. 5 shows the test method testFile() which
first invokes setHeap() to set up the initial heap, which consists of two objects
a and b of types ClientJob and DataBase. Next, method file() is called on a
and asserts that the returned value is as expected. It invokes also the generated
method assertHeap() to assert that the invocation of file() changed the heap
as expected. The two delta definitions are needed to (i) enhance existing inter-
faces and classes to allow for an easy set up of their initial state, e.g., setter
method for the database object; and (ii) modify the methods assertHeap() and
setHeap() to initialize the heap and to check the final heap (see Fig. 6).

[Suite] class ClientJobTest {
ClientJob a; DataBase b; ABSAssert aut;
{aut = new ABSAssertImpl();}
Unit setHeap(){}
Unit assertHeap(){}
[Test] Unit testFile() {
this.setHeap();
Maybe<Int> r = a.file(Cons(’0’,Nil));
aut.assertTrue(Just(0) == r);
this.assertHeap(); }}

Fig. 5. Generated test case

delta TestDelta {
modifies class ClientJobTest {
modifies Unit setHeap() {
b = new cog DataBase();
b.setRdir(Pair("r",
Entries(InsertAssoc(Pair(0,

Content(0)), EmptyMap))));
a = new ClientJobImpl();
a.setDB(b); }

modifies Unit assertHeap(){...}}}

Fig. 6. Test Delta

4 Run-Time Assertion Checking
Run-time assertion checking (RAC) is a very useful techniques for detecting
faults, and it is applicable during any program execution context, including de-
bugging, testing, and production. Compared to program logics, RAC emphasizes
executable specifications. While program logics statically cover all possible ex-
ecution paths, RAC is a fully automated, on-demand validation process which
applies to the actual program runs.



S ::= � | r T (T.rg = r.result; T.ns = EmptySet;)
T ::= � | { T.rg == True }? f V

(V.n = f.names; V.ns = Insert(V.n, T.ns); V.rg = T.rg;)
{ assert ! contains(T.ns, f.names); }

V ::= � | (c T T.rg = V.rg; T.ns = V.ns;)
{ assert nameToPath(fst(c.file)) == V.rg; }

Fig. 7. Attribute Grammar for the ClientJob Behaviour

Assertions are inherently state-based in that they describe properties of the
program variables, i.e. fields of classes and local variables of methods. As such,
assertions in general cannot be used to specify the interaction protocol or his-
tory (i.e., the trace of incoming and outgoing method calls or returns) between
objects, in contrast to other formalisms such as message sequence charts and
sequence diagrams. Nor do assertions support interface specifications (funda-
mental in ABS, as all object references are typed by interfaces), since interfaces
are stateless and contain only signatures. The question arises how to integrate
protocol-oriented properties and assertions in a single formalism, which should
be amenable to automated verification, in particular run-time assertion checking.

4.1 Fundamental Approach

Fig. 8. Tool architecture

In [5] we identified attribute gram-
mars with conditional productions
and annotated with assertions as
a powerful and user-friendly spec-
ification language. Context-free
grammars allow to express the
protocol structure of the commu-
nication in a declarative manner.
Extending the grammar with at-
tributes allows to define proper-
ties of the data communicated be-
tween objects (e.g., the actual pa-
rameters and return value of a
method call). Assertions annotat-
ing this attribute grammar then
provide a natural way to express
user-defined properties of these at-
tributes. Still this does not allow

directly to express data-dependent protocols. Such protocols are quite common
in practice, for example, the next() method of a Java Iterator may not be called if
method hasNext() was called directly before and returned false. Conditional pro-
ductions address this problem. To support focussing on a particular behavioural
aspect of the communication, we use the general mechanism of a communication
view. A communication view is a partial mapping from event names (calls, re-
turns) to grammar terminals. Events not associated to terminals are projected



away. This keeps the size and complexity of the grammars low and allows using
intuitive names for the selected events. Moreover communication views enable
abstractions of the communication by identifying two events with the same gram-
mar terminal.

4.2 Tool Description

Our RAC combines three tools: a parser generator, the ABS compiler, and Ras-
cal [6], see Fig. 8. The ABS compiler generates Java code for the definitions in
the attribute grammar. The result is an attribute grammar for which ANTLR,
a popular Java parser generator, generates a Java parser. Rascal is a general
meta-programming language tailored for program transformations. We extended
Rascal with support for ABS. Our RAC uses Rascal for various tasks: it first
parses the communication view, ABS method signatures and attribute grammar.
Based on the parsing results, it generates code for a history class (a datatype
suitable to store the communication history of an ABS object or object group)
and instruments ABS source code around method calls and returns to update
the current history. The history class calls the Java parser (which was generated
by ANTLR) when the history is updated to obtain new attribute values.

4.3 Case Study

We consider the ClientJob interface in Fig. 2(a) with the following informal
property: in a replication session, the register() is called initially with the id
indicating the version of data the replication session would update the client
to. The method returns a Bool value indicating whether the client accepts this
replication. If the returned value is True, the method file() may be called
one or more times, each time with a unique list of String values representing
the absolute path of a file. After each invocation of file(), content() may be

view ClientJobProtocol {
return register r,
call file f,
call content c }

called with a Pair value representing a file such that
the first component must represent the same abso-
lute path supplied in the preceding method file().
To formalize this property using attribute gram-
mars, The figure on the left shows the communi-

cation view that abstracts messages to ClientJob object as terminals of the
grammar, Fig. 7 shows the attribute grammar formalizing this property.

5 Blackbox Testing

5.1 Fundamental Approach

Learning-based testing (LBT) is an emerging paradigm for blackbox requirements
testing encompassing the three main steps: (1) automated TCG, (2) test exe-
cution, and (3) test verdict (the oracle step). The first application of LBT to
testing reactive systems was given in [7], and a general survey is [8].



The basic idea of LBT is to automatically generate a large number of high-
quality test cases by combining a model checking algorithm with an incremental
model inference or learning algorithm. These two algorithms are integrated with
the system under test (SUT) in an iterative feedback loop: on each loop itera-
tion, a new test case can be generated either by: (i) model checking a learned
model Mi of the SUT against a formal user requirement req and choosing any
counterexample to correctness, (ii) using the learning algorithm to generate a
membership query, or (iii) random generation. Whichever method is used, the
new test case tci is then executed on the SUT, and the outcome is judged as a
pass, fail or warning. This is done by comparing a predicted output pi (obtained
from Mi) with the observed output oi (from the SUT). The new input/output
pair (tci, oi) is also used to update the current model Mi to a refined model
Mi+1, which ensures that the iteration proceeds. If the learning algorithm is
able to correctly learn in the limit, given enough information about the SUT,
then LBT is a sound and complete method of testing. Real-world systems are
often too large for complete learning to be accomplished feasibly. By using in-
cremental learning algorithms that focus on learning just that part of the SUT
relevant to the requirement req, systematic testing becomes much more feasible.

5.2 Tool Description

The platform LBTest for learning-based testing has been developed for blackbox
testing of ABS and other reactive systems models. The tool supports the inte-
gration of different model inference algorithms and model checkers to conduct
experiments in LBT. The main inputs to LBTest are the SUT and a set of for-
mal user requirements to be tested. For formal requirements modelling, the main
language currently supported is propositional linear temporal logic (PLTL). For-
mulas in PLTL can express safety properties which may not be violated or live-
ness properties, including use cases, which specify intended behaviour. Certain
liveness properties, e.g. termination, cannot be refuted in finite time. For such
properties, LBTest is able to issue a warning verdict that a test case has never
been seen to have passed. Therefore, both types of requirements are amenable
to testing using LBTest. Currently, LBTest supports the model checker NuSMV
and the IKL learning algorithm for Kripke structures as described in [7].

5.3 Case Study

We used the LBTest tool for blackbox testing an ABS model of the replication
system. To this end the ABS model was compiled into an executable Java SUT
using the ABS compiler. A total of 11 user requirements were modelled in PLTL.
Specifically, we were interested to test the interaction between SyncClient and
ClientJob by learning a 10-bit Kripke structure over an input alphabet that
models this interaction with the live environment. E.g., Req 9 in PLTL is:

G( state = Work =⇒ X(files = writable U state ∈ {End, Wait}) ∧
state �= Work =⇒ X(files = readonly U state = Wait))



This can be informally stated as “The SyncClient cannot modify its underlying
file system (files = readonly) unless it is in state Work”. Table 1 states the
results obtained by running LBTest on selected requirements (the figures for the
remaining requirements are in between and are omitted for lack of space). For
each requirement, we recorded the verdict (pass/fail/warning), the total time
spent testing, the size of the learned hypothesis model, and the total number of
model checker generated, learner generated and random test cases executed. To
terminate each experiment, a maximum time bound of 5 hours was chosen. How-
ever, if the hypothesis model size had not changed over 10 consecutive random
tests, then testing was terminated earlier than this.

PLTL Total testing Hypothesis Model checker Learner Random
Requirement Verdict time (hours) size (states) queries queries queries

Req 1 pass 5.0 8 0 50,897 45
Req 2 pass 5.0 15 2 49,226 13
Req 3 pass 1.7 11 0 16,543 17
Req 8 warning 1.9 8 15 18,263 12
Req 9 warning 3.8 15 18 35,831 18

Table 1. Performance of LBTest on the Replication System.

Nine out of eleven requirements were passed. For requirements 8/9, LBTest
gave warnings corresponding to tests of liveness requirements that were never
passed. A careful analysis of these requirements showed that both involved using
the U (strong Until) operator. When this was replaced with a W (weak Until)
operator no warnings for requirement 9 were seen. However, LBTest continued to
produce warnings for requirement 8. The final conclusion was that LBTest had
succesfully identified one error in the requirements and one error in the SUT.

6 Conclusion

Metrics Java ABS
Nr. of lines of code 6400 5000
Nr. of classes 44 40
Nr. of interfaces 2 43
Nr. of data types N/A 17

We presented tool-supported testing tech-
niques for ABS applied to an industrial case
study, whose current Java implementation has
over 150,000 lines of code. The table on the
left shows metrics for the actual implementa-
tion and the ABS model of the Replication

System. In terms of lines of code, the implementation differs little from that
of the ABS model. It is caused by model-level information such as deployment
components and simulation of external inputs in the ABS model, which the Java
implementation lacks. The ABS model includes also scheduling information, file
systems, and data bases, while the Java implementation leverages libraries and
its API. This accounts for >1,000 lines of ABS code.

The quality assurance process at Fredhopper (as in many other software com-
panies) includes automated testing. Unit tests are written manually to validate
the behaviour of methods and to detect regressions. A continuous integration
server executes all unit tests every time a change is done to the code base of the



product. To leverage the results reported in this paper, manually defined unit
tests can be replaced by high coverage test cases automatically generated by
aPET. System tests, on the other hand, are executed twice a day on instances
of FAS on a server farm. Two types of system tests are scenario and functional
testing. Scenario testing executes a set of programs that emulate a user and
interact with the system in predefined sequences of steps (scenarios). At each
step they perform a configuration change or a query to FAS, make assertions
about the response from the query, etc. Function testing executes sequences of
queries, where each query-response pair is used to decide on the next query and
the assertion to make about the response. Both types of tests require a run-
ning FAS instance and can be augmented with RAC techniques described in
Sect. 4. Moreover, by formalising scenarios using PLTL, scenario testing can be
augmented with blackbox testing using LBTest.

The three test approaches discussed here should be used in concertation and
complement each other. E.g., given a high-level specification with ABS interfaces,
one can generate test cases from class implementations using aPET to validate
whether the implementations match the specification. Another example is the
combined application of LBTest and RAC during system testing. RAC makes
assertions about object interaction, however, only if corresponding execution
paths are visited. Conversely, LBTest actively interacts with the SUT to learn a
model that is then checked against PLTL formulae. This means LBTest attempts
to trigger the execution paths corresponding to the formulae. Restricting the
specification of properties to PLTL makes proving such properties on the model
decidable. Note that LBTest checks both safety and liveness properties while
run-time assertion checking aims merely at safety properties.
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